 Urban trees made up part of the viewscape from 97.7% of buildings  The contribution of individual trees to indirect nature experiences is skewed  Trees in private gardens were more important than those on public land  Trees in low income high density housing provided nature experiences to more people  Individual organisms contribute differently to human experiences of nature ; +44 (0) 7800556070, Mobile: +44 (0) 7800556070.
. Predictors of the contribution of individual urban trees to indirect nature experiences in an urban human population. We show the direct (effect of independent variables on the response), indirect (mean effect of independent variables on neighbouring trees) and total (direct and indirect combined) unstandardized coefficients. Land ownership is against a base factor level of nonneighbourhood trees, and statistical significance is shown (*p <0.05; ** p <0.01; *** p <0.001; see supplementary material for the standardised coefficients (Table S1 ) and bivariate coefficients (Table S2) ). The pseudo r squared is McFadden's. Table S1 . Standardised coefficients for spatially lagged X model. 
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